


Customers 







Organization-centric

● What can we sell to customers?
● How can we reach customers 

most efficiently?
● How can we make money from 

our customers?

Customer-centric

● What job(s) do(es) our customer 
need to get done and how can 
we help?

● What are our customer‘s 
aspirations and how can we help 
him/her live up to them?

● How do our customers prefer to 
be addressed? How do we, as 
an enterprise, best fit into their 
routines?

● What relationship do our 
customers expect us to establish 
with them?

● For what value(s) are customers 
really willing to pay?



USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN

= is the process of enhancing user 
satisfaction by improving the usability, 
accessibility, and pleasure provided in the 
interaction between the user and the 
product.



EMPATHY

- Is important when you are creating for 
someone else.

- We want to understand how they think, 
how they feel, what are their needs.



Research



Quantitative Research

- Data and statistics
- Representative samples
- Market research
- Online questionnaires
- Web analytics



Qualitative

- Smaller samples
- Personal
- We dig deeper -> insights



Customer Research

- Start with brainstorming of potential 
customer segments.

- Customer vs. User
- Research more customer segments.
- Gradually get to specific group – Early 

Adopters.



Get out of the building. – Steve Blank



Personas





Extreme Users

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=YEXsDdhgX-s


Extreme Users

- Their needs are the same as the 
segment.

- They create improvements.
- You will gain insight.



We want to understand

- Environment
- Day schedule
- Fears
- Dreams
- Motivations



Observation



Experience





Ethnographic Research

- Immerse ethnographic research
- You spent time in the environment and 

become part of it.
- Visit homes of your customers





Interview

We are not asking them what they want, but 
we are developing a deeper understanding 
of the customers.



Interview

- Prepare your questions
- Semi-structured interview
- Open ended questions
- Listen to stories
- Search for problems and needs



Interview with pictures

- You let your customers take pictures of an 
activity or an experience.

- You discuss the pictures with them.



Experiments

- We want to validate our assumptions and 
findings.

- Feedback (comes from the brain) vs. 
reactions (comes from the gut)





Simulation

- We want to create an experience.
- Understand what is important for our 

customers.
- Bus Rapid Transit (2008)



Prototyping

- Later stage validation
- Observe the interaction with the 

prototype.











Data collection and analysis

- Video, recording, notes
- Discussion
- We search for patterns in behaviour
- Needs identification





Empathy Map



Customer Journey






